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Preface
This note intends to show the data and results of my paper (the same title as above) pre-
sented at the 8th China-Japan Symposium on Statistics, Guilin, China on 16th of Oct, 2004.
My paper depends on an endogenous growth model, which needs capital stock. This
capital stock by country is difficult to obtain from current statistics and update.1) It implies
that it is difficult to estimate capital stock by country. Nevertheless, it is most essential to
use capital stock (hereafter, capital) to measure the growth rates (including the rate of tech-
nological progress) in the real world and under convergence. My model as an endogenous
growth model needs capital by country. My paper [IARIW, Aug, 2004] proposed a
method for estimating capital, by studying the relationship among the initial values avail-
able in such statistics as International Financial Statistics, IMF, without relying on the
perpetual inventory method. Of course, both methods should be compared with each other
if possible.2) My attention is that the value of capital by country should be reviewed and
integrated from an economy as a whole.
For this paper, I have roughly estimated capital of China by year and used these values
for vital policies derived from my model. If my estimation is appropriate, its capital-out-
put ratio is already close to 2.0,3) which implies that China is going into one of advanced
1) OECD, “Flows and Stocks of Fixed Capital,” [1997] published capital stock for 1970–
1995 by country. The Penn World Table (Mark 5) of Summers and Heston [1991]
published the capital-labor ratio for 29 countries among 138 countries. Since then,
there has been no statistics of capital stock.
2) I compared my results with those in Mark 5 (by calculating capital from the capital-
labor ratio) and found that there were not so much differences between them.
3) The Japanese national accounts have published capital in detail by year for many
years. I tested these values for the capital-output ratio by sector using my model and
found that it may be better to exclude tangible non-producible assets (for connecting
depreciation or the depreciation rate with capital, investment, and the growth rate of
capital under convergence).
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4) In my closed model, the difference between saving and investment is composed of
banking costs. These costs include bad-debts. However, in my open economy the
difference between saving and investment is equal to the sum of the balance of payment
and capital transfers, net, which is divided into government and private sectors.
countries, as I clarified in the above paper. My suggestion is that any economy must con-
trol the capital-output ratio not to exceed 3.0. This means that any advanced country
needs the balance between private and public investment and the balance of per capita out-
put between seashore (H) and inland (F) regions.
For this adjustment, I aggregate two regions of an economy using my model based on
the Cobb-Douglas production function, assuming that the relative price level is one:
Y=p·YH+YF. If we use two sets of Y=p·YH+YF, this becomes the two-region model. The
two-region model can be divided into two-regions, two-goods, two-sectors, and two-coun-
tries, by setting different assumptions.
In a strict two-region model, capital-goods output in one region should be equal to the
sum of the increase in capital of both regions. I replace this restriction by assumptions.4)
Instead, I stress, in this paper/note that how we can prolong the years when a high sustain-
able growth rate is maintained by shifting resources between two regions, seashore and
inlands, together with allowed inequality of income per capita between two regions. My
conclusion is that this is possible by grouping rich and poor provinces under several
sub-groupings.
Finally, the initial values and parameters produce variables under both current and
convergence situations. For variables under convergence, I have used both equations and
recursive programming. This paper and note here only use each equations for both the
current and convergence situations. This simplicity is convenient for absorbing the
essence of the literature in international trade and expressing the results corresponding with
the literature.
In short, this note shows a rough version of the two-region model using China, 2002, yet
clarifies how an economy can maintain a sustainable growth rate by shifting the investment
in one region to another and adjusting the capital-output ratio between two regions. The
following note repeats the résumé of the paper, Guilin, but I do not secall my paper, 2003,
that was postponed last fall.
1. Introduction
Is it possible for a country to maintain a sustainable growth? A sustainable
growth implies that the rate of technological progress under convergence is con-
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tinuously stable. This rate is essential in economic growth and based on human
capital, yet how can this rate be measured? And, what are the conditions for
sustainable growth? These conditions must be the upper limit of the capital-out-
put ratio, the maximum difference of the rate of technological progress between
seashore and inland regions, and a consistency of real assets with the role of fi-
nancial assets or a permitted range of imbalance between real assets and the fi-
nancial assets related to the central bank interest rate.
This paper intends to analyze the national accounts in China by region and
clarifies vital requirements for sustainable growth which are hitherto unknown,
not to repeat a similar misleading as seen in the Japanese economy after the
1990s. For this purpose, I develop a two region model, supported by the
method for measuring capital (stock) [1] and the method for neutralizing the re-
lationship between real and financial assets [2]. A two region model, which is
the main issue in this paper, is based on my endogenous growth model [3, 4]
under the current and convergence situations. I find that my endogenous growth
model is applicable to each capital-goods and consumer-goods in the two region
model by assuming that seashore region manufactures capital-goods and the
inland region consumer-goods. I denote the H-region for capital-goods and the
F-region for consumer-goods. If the difference of the rate of technological
progress between these two regions is beyond a permitted magnitude, it is diffi-
cult to maintain sustainable growth since a soft-landing convergence cannot be
guaranteed at a bubbled stage. In other words, any country, not only China but
also India, Brazil, and Russia, cannot maintain its sustainable growth in the long-
term unless it does not enlarge or do neutralize the above difference. In a word,
poor people must be faster educated.
For a two region model applied to China, I need to confirm the theories of in-
ternational trade between countries, in particular the Heckscher-Ohlin model,
Rybczynski, the Stolper and Samuelson, and even Leontief paradox. I find a
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similarity for each framework of two regions, two commodities, two sectors, two
countries, and the world, in particular, for the treatment of redistribution of
resources including the balance between saving and investment. The two region
model, for simplicity, assumes that total resources are fixed, where capital or la-
bor of one region is shifted to that of the other region.
2. Methodologies to the two region model
Before starting, I confirm that there is no literature that theoretically measures
the rate of technological progress under convergence. For example, according
to Motoshige Ito [5], China looks for the quality of growth under excessive
growth of capital. He points out that the growth rate of capital is 40% while the
growth rate of output is 9%. What is the difference between these two rates,
he asked. He concludes that not only China but also many countries must only
enjoy capital growth without the increase in steady total factor productivity.
Krugman’s [1994] myth of Asia’s miracle was tested later when Malaysia se-
verely suffered from financial crisis in 1997, but similarly without measuring the
rate of technological progress under both the current and theoretical situations.
Let me explain the process to lead to the two region model, with metho-
dologies. For my previous paper [6], I calculated parameters and measured
variables using China national accounts for 31 regions, but without introducing
the role of financial assets and revealing urgent policies necessary for the central
government to take. Kamiryo [2] integrated beta with both the limit of growth
as shown by Penrose [1966] and Uzawa [1968] and the role of financial assets as
shown by Freedman [1968], together with an empirical work on the unbalance
between the corporate and the government & household sectors in Japan after the
1990s. Kamiryo [1] clarified, setting four clubs, a base for why poor countries
could not get into such catching-up countries as China and India. The two
region model is here now finalized, by using beta [4] totally related to structural
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reform and integrating the above methodologies. The value of delta is formu-
lated only to neutralize diminishing returns in the model.
The two region model absorbed the ideas of Findley [1960] and Uzawa [1961,
1965] (for review, see Solow [1961]). The ratio of wages to rentals was already
used in an open economy, whose original cases were shown as Eli Heckscher
[1919], Bertil Ohlin [1933], Lerner [1933–34], Stolper and Samuelson [1941–
42], Rybczynski [1955], and Ronald Jones [1961]. However, I stress here that
the literature assumes constant cost (linear homogenous) technology. My model
expresses variables under both zero and positive/negative technological progress
by using beta that is directly related to investment in quality and is calculated
using the equations in [4] under convergence: the lower is beta, the higher the
rate of technological progress. The two region model here concentrates on the
redistribution/shift of resources under the assumptions: (1) Aggregated/total val-
ues of national/regional accounts are fixed (in this sense, I do not cite the result
of Rybczynski). (2) If the current value of capital or labor increases in one re-
gion, this value must be decreased in the other region to offset the increase in one
region. (3) As shown by Stolper & Samuelson and Jones [1965], quantity
(commodity outputs and factor endowments) is dual/reciprocal to quality (com-
modity prices and factor prices), which is true even under the above (1).
3. My research questions and replies
3.1 Each idea behind the three questions
Three research questions are: (1) Which is correct, the capital-labor ratio is
higher in capital-goods (as shown in Uzawa [1961] or the capital-labor ratio is
higher in consumer-goods (as shown in Findley [1960])? (2) Is the relative
share of profit fixed/constant or not (as raised by Solow [1960])? (3) For sus-
tainable growth, is it essential for the central government to shift net investment
from one region to the other region?
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For the above (1), the capital-labor ratio can be higher or lower in capital-
goods, but the higher the capital-labor ratio in capital-goods the more effective is
the execution of vital policies. And, the literature always uses the capital-labor
ratio, but this ratio increases even under convergence and cannot be a final
indicator. I use, instead, the capital-output ratio. This ratio will even be
decreased after an economy is bubbled and/or beyond the limit of growth, as seen
in the Japanese economy. I stress that the relationship between the capital-out-
put ratio and beta* under convergence is determined by the combination of such
parameters as the growth rate of population/employed persons, the relative share
of profit, the rate of saving or the rate of investment (after adjusting the balance
of payment in an open economy).
For the above (2), the relative share of profit, a, is historically constant by
country as shown by Kaldor [1978] and Charles Jones [1992]. However, the
relative share of profit differs greatly by country and region, apart from the
literature. This is important in that a is closely related to the rate of profit and,
accordingly, the neutrality of financial assets to avoid assets-deflation and defla-
tion [2]. One of assumptions in the two sector model raised by Uzawa and in-
dicated by Solow is that the relative share of profit equals the rate of saving, but
this golden assumption must be erased in the real world: e.g., the rate of saving/
investment is 40% in recent China and the relative share of profit is less than
10%. My two region model holds without such assumption as the golden rule,
free from any condition for the relative share of profit, the rate of profit, and the
growth rate of output each under convergence, except for upper limit of the capi-
tal-output ratio. Note that in some seashore regions of China, the capital-output
ratio suddenly approaches the limit of growth, although there is still enough room
for avoiding its possibility using vital policies.
For the above (3), the shift of capital and/or labor is related to the redistribu-
tion of resources and plays an important role for sustainable growth. In this
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respect, we must learn the propositions set from international trade. If this shift
is beyond the range of a soft-landing, convergence will be disturbed and thus we
must take advantage of the different results of simulation. Conclusively speak-
ing, human capital is significantly important and China can definitely use more
human capital instead of physical capital since the quality of labor is
attractive. The results are shown by the changes in beta under the current situa-
tion and beta* under convergence. Important economic policies are suggested:
1. Human capital accumulation should be accelerated through education, by tak-
ing advantage of a planned economy, in particular, for inland regions. Inland
regions can accelerate capital-saving technology, which is a natural base for sus-
tainable growth. 2. My model numerically expresses human capital using beta
and beta*.
3.2 How to structurally reply to the three questions
Then, how can I structurally reply to the above research questions? If I use
both the relative share of profit that shows the elasticity of substitution and the
relationship between the ratio of wages to rentals, w/r, and the labor-capital ra-
tio, 1/k, I can numerically show the whole picture behind the above each idea.
Let me explain the structure of the elasticity of substitution (as the relative share
of profit, a). The elasticity of substitution, a, was first discussed by Hicks
[1932] and Lerner [1933–34] explained it using a diagram. Findley [1960] re-
viewed the distribution shares, citing the above two papers. I stress that Findley
[1960] clarified a base of international trade, by illustrating the relationship be-
tween quantity (factor productivities) and quality (prices) using the elasticity of
substitution. I pay attention to the changes in the relative share of profit, by
applying my model to China 2002 data and its various cases that shift resources
between two regions. The following facts are clarified from the above work.
1. Theoretically, if w/r and/or 1/k increase, the elasticity of substitution, a,
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increases. The value of a does not change in the case of total region or
commodity of a country, but this a differently changes in each region or
commodity. I can now reply to Solow’s [1958] suspicion about the empiri-
cal constancy of a in an economy.
2. In both total economy and its sub-economy by region, the value of w/r in-
creases as an economy grows, where empirically wages increases and rentals
reversely decreases. At the same time, the capital-labor ratio continuously
increases (or, the labor-capital ratio continuously decreases). This implies
that it is difficult for an economy to empirically increase a or decrease k
under the increase in w/r.
3. In total economy and sub-economy, the capital-output ratio, W, has its upper
limit, say, between 3.0 and 4.0. An economy after reaching this limit suf-
fers from long difficult times as seen in the Japanese economy after the
1990s, resulting in a slower increase in the capital-labor ratio. The value of
W only decreases by improving beta* and beta.
4. Empirical results
I will reply to my research questions applying China data of IFS/IMF to my
two region model:
1. The level of capital-output ratio, W, depends on the relationship between
capital, labor, and output by region. For instance, W in total China is 2.342
(on average) in 2002, when I estimate the capital-labor ratio from the above-
mentioned structure of the elasticity of substitution. Total region is divided
into (1) a higher W region (H-region) than average and (2) a lower W region
(F-region) than average. The H-region assumes to produce capital-goods
and F-region assumes consumption-goods, but this assumption can be re-
versed by adjusting the initial data. The shift of capital from the H-region
to the F-region lowers W in the H-region and raises W in the F-region, under
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the averaged W being unchanged: if KH(0) decrease by 20%, WH(0) changes
from 3.345 to 2.649 and WF(0) changes from 1.950 to 2.220. This result is
essentially good for sustainable growth in China.
2. The rate of technological progress and, accordingly, the growth rate of out-
put under convergence, gY*, differs by the level of the rate of saving or the
investment ratio, i. The higher the investment ratio, the higher the growth
rate: if i=0.1, gY*=0.04 and if i=0.4, gY*=0.14, where beta* is roughly 0.6–
0.7. If beta*=1 or under no technological progress, gY*=0.04 regardless of
the value of the net investment ratio. These results, to some extent, differ
by the output-share of capital-goods and the level of the investment ratio.
3. In the above (3), it is better to shift capital or labor in one region to the
other. And, in my two region model, similar to my two country model, I
can basically confirm the propositions raised by Hecscher-Ohlin, Rypbc-
znski, (using the coefficients of capital and labor inputs) and Stolper-
Samuelson (using prices of factor inputs and outputs) under respective
conditions. Leontief’s finding holds (not as a paradox) if the capital-saving
industry (as traditionally used) is replaced by the human capital-augmented
industry, where my endogenous growth model expresses human capital by
the technology that uses the investment ratio and beta*.
4. For the neutrality of financial assets in my model, I use the Penrose curve
and the Penrose-shadow curve. These are related to both beta* and the cen-
tral bank interest rate. According to Rypbcznski, both wages and rentals
(i.e., the rate of profit) are respectively set equal by region (for this, I use
goal seek in the Excel), but I only use the equal rentals for two regions to
compare rentals with the central bank interest rate. If its imbalance be-
tween two regions is above a limit, the neutrality of financial assets is not
guaranteed, resulting in assets-deflation/inflation.
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5. Conclusions: towards vital economic policies
Finally, for China what economic policies are urgently required? For this, I
summarize the values of the partial derivative of beta* to the capital-output ratio,
∂W* / ∂b *, using the equation [4, Eq. 22] under convergence. I calculate the val-
ues of ∂W* / ∂b *, using China 2002 data, where I need to fix the three parameters
of the investment ratio, i, the growth rate of population, n, and the relative share
of profit, a. Generally, “the higher the beta* the higher W *,” in particular, when
beta* is beyond 0.8, the value of ∂W* / ∂b * becomes rapidly higher and when
beta* is below 0.7, the value of ∂W* / ∂b * is slightly and linearly increasing as
beta* increases. It is strongly suggested that beta* should be less than
0.9. Furthermore, I can now change the value of one parameter: e.g., i=0.1,
i=0.2, i=0.3, and i=0.4, where the values of the partial derivative spread widely
and accelerate the above tendency, depending on the role of each parameter un-
der convergence. Thus, I can suggest useful economic policies by parameter
and by combination of parameters.
1. For the change in the investment ratio, i: The higher the investment ratio the
higher the value of ∂W* / ∂b *.
2. For the change in the growth rate of population, n: The lower the growth rate
of population the higher the value of ∂W* / ∂b *.
3. For the change in the relative share of profit, a: The lower the relative share
of profit the higher the value of ∂W* / ∂b *.
4. For the change in the investment ratio=the relative share of profit (in the
golden age): the lower the i=a the higher the value of ∂W* / ∂b *.
Generally (except for W *<1), the lower the capital-output ratio the more sus-
tainable is growth. Therefore, the above results suggest that the lower the
investment ratio and the higher both the population growth and the relative share
of profit the more sustainable growth. In the golden age, the higher i=a the
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more sustainable growth, without contradiction. I indicate here that the invest-
ment ratio is extremely high in the current China and if this ratio becomes lower
the capital-output ratio must become unfortunately higher due to a higher b *. In
this respect, a soft-landing is delicate to manage.
Now dividing China as a whole into two regions, the above findings are really
applicable to both regions and we must first keep in mind the following eco-
nomic policies:
1. In seashore regions, the capital-output ratio is already beyond 2.0. This
implies that the Chinese economic growth, as a whole, should be adjusted
and lowered, apart from some shortages of resources. If the investment ra-
tio is less than 20%, the situation will be stable. If it is 10%, the golden age
is guaranteed, where gY*=r*. However, if the investment is suddenly low-
ered, the capital-output ratio will increase as seen from the derivative
analysis. Thus, the decrease in the capital-output is only possible if both
capital and consumer commodities are more human-capital oriented through
education and R & D, decreasing beta*. If China cannot control the capi-
tal-output ratio, sustainable growth will not be successful, similar to the
Japanese economy after the 1990s.
2. Capital resources have recently been shifted from seashore regions to inland
regions, but without accurate measurements. We can measure the structure
of the elasticity of substitution (Figures 1 and 2) and the partial derivatives
by the investment ratio between the capital-output ratio and beta* (omit Fig-
ure 3). The difference of the capital-output ratio between seashore and in-
land regions should be within the ranges of the situation where the rate of
profit under convergence is within 10% above the central bank interest rate
(paying attention to the maximum limit of the role of financial assets).
3. If labor becomes more effective due to education, the difference of wages
between seashore and inland can be allowed (apart from factor price equal-
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ization theorem). However, it needs an assumption that the two region
model holds: if the difference of wages is enlarged, the economy will beyond
the limit of a soft-landing. In this sense, the effective cooperation between
capital and labor is still urgent by region.
In short, China can neutralize diminishing returns by improving the quality of
human capital. For inland regions, economies need physical capital for infra
structure, yet both capital- and consumer-goods can be more capital-saving
oriented. This ascertains the neutrality of financial assets and, accordingly, sus-
tainable growth.
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Contents of the tables in this note:
The following tables are divided into three parts:
(1) Tables 1 to 4 (T1-4): capital and/or labor increase under the situation that the capi-
tal-output ratio for capital-goods, WH, is higher than that for consumption-goods, WF,
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resulting in a higher increase in total output than the initial total output: WH>WF and
Y>Ycase1. T4 introduces the relative price level, where p=PH/PF, resulting in the
same levels of rents and wages in both capital- and consumption-goods regions.
(2) Tables 5 to 11 (T5-11): capital and/or labor decrease under the situation that the
capital-output ratio for capital-goods, WH, is higher than that for consumption-goods,
WF, maintaining the same total output as the initial total output: WH>WF and
Y=Ycase1. T9-11 introduce the relative price level, where p=PH/PF, resulting in the
same levels of rents and wages in both capital and consumption-goods regions.
(3) Tables 12 to 16 (T12-16): capital and/or labor decrease under the capital-output
ratio for capital-goods, WH, is lower than that for consumption-goods, WF, maintain-
ing the same total output as the initial total output: WH<WF and Y=Ycase1. T16
introduces the relative price level, but cannot result in the same values of rents and
wages in both capital- and consumption-goods regions. This is because the capital-
output ratio turns from a situation of WH<WF to a situation of WH>WF, which finally
violates the vital assumption of non-reversal of factor intensity approved in interna-
tional trade theory.
I interpret the results of the above tables as follows:
1. The two-region model in this note basically follows the framework, assumptions, and
propositions found in international trade theory. However, these propositions were origi-
nally approved under fixed technology, exogenous growth or neutral technological
progress. I measure endogenous changes in the rate of technological progress but these
changes do not basically alter the above propositions and vividly clarify the relationship
between variables. Also I find that there are some differences between two-regions, two-
goods/commodities, two-countries, and two-sectors, but these differences can be solved us-
ing different assumptions (see below).
2. In this note, I pay attention to the shift of capital or labor between two regions under
fixed total capital and labor (see T5-T16). This is most closely related to how to equalize
poor and rich, but the purpose of this note is to clarify, by shifting resources, how to better
maintain a sustainable steady growth under a given capital and labor. It is true that China
can maintain a stable growth by gradually shifting resources between two regions, where
each region implies the aggregate of provinces, seashore and inland.
3. The two-region model in this note does not use the recursive programming but equations
derived from the initial given ratios/parameters. However, in both cases, the framework
must solve “falling into circular calculation.” For this, I watch the relationship between
(PH+WH)+(PH>WF)=P+W=Y(hori.) as a horizontal calculation and YH+YF=Y(vert.) as a verti-
cal calculation. Usually, when a relative price level, p=PH/PF, is given under given YH and
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YF, the value of Y(hori.) is not equal to the value of Y(vert.). The extent of this inequality
depends on various combinations of the initial parameters. In order to obtain an equal
relationship between, Y(hori.) and Y(vert.), we have to finally adjust the relationship using “goal
seek” in the Excel. As results, the rent for capital-goods will be equal to the rent for con-
sumption-goods and, at the same time, the wage rate for capital-goods will be equal to the
wage rate for consumption-goods. This corresponds with factor price equalization theo-
rem of Hecksher-Ohlin-Stolper-Samuelson (or Rybczynski as reciprocity relation). If this
theorem does not hold, we must confirm the existence of the reversal of factor
intensity. Empirically, I find that it is much easier to approach Y(hori.)=Y(vert.) under a stable
condition of WH>WF. In this respect, I prefer Uzawa [1961] that insists on the condition
of WH>WF to Findlay [1965] that violates the condition of WH>WF.
4. In the two-region model of this note, we can compare the results under Y>Y(case1) of T1
to T4 with the results under Y=Y(case1) of T5 to T16. The two region-model usually holds
under Y=Y(case1), but in international trade theorem a condition of Y>Y(case1) must be
used. Nevertheless, we can solve the relationship between these two different cases by
setting some assumptions related to saving and investment, each net. In international trade
theorem, the difference between saving and investment is equal to the balance of payment,
which in turn is equal to the sum of the difference between private saving and investment
and the difference between public/government saving and investment (as budget surplus or
deficit). For T 11 and T12, I show this framework, and for other tables, I neglect the dif-
ference between saving and investment under an assumption that the difference between
DYH that produces capital-goods and DK=DKH+DKF as the total net investment for both
capital-goods and consumption-goods will be absorbed by foreign trade (exports and
imports including services) or internal trade. Note that the idea of DYH = DK=DKH+DKF
comes from Uzawa [1961]. In the future I must reformulate Oniki and Uzawa [1965] in
continuous time to the two-region model in discrete time, clarifying the differences.
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Note: The higher the rate of wages to rentals, w/r, the higher the capital-labor ratio, which
in turn increases the capital-output ratio. It is strongly suggested that capital should be
shifted from physical to human capital.
Figure 2 The structure of the elasticity of substitution
Elasticity of substitution is constant,
where each rectangle shows the same
area (see Findley [1960, p. 168].
Elasticity of substitution increases as
w/r and/or 1/k.
If r/w is used, 1/k is replaced by k.
Figure 1 The relationship between the ratio of wages to rentals, w/r, and the labor-capital
ratio, 1/k
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Appendix A The relationship between the relative price level, the wage rate,
and the rental
The price of capital-oriented goods, PH: PH = aKH · r+aLH · w. (1)
The price of labor-oriented goods, PF: PF = aKF · r+aLF · w.  (2)
Where, aKH and aLH are each capital and labor per one unit of output in the
capital-oriented goods region, and aKF and aLF are each capital and labor per
one unit of output in the capital-oriented goods region.
A common rental (the rate of profit) is shown by r and a common wage rate
is shown by w.
The above equations come from Stolper-Samuelson [1941] and Ronald
Jones [1965].
The common rates of r and w are each shown as:
r
P w y P w y
w y P r y P rH H
H
F F
F
F F F H H H=
+ = - = - ◊ = - ◊/ / ( ) .
W W
W Wand
Therefore, r y P y P
y y
r
y y P P
y y
F F H H
F F H H
F H F H
F F H H
= ◊ - ◊
◊ - ◊
= = -
-W W W W
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( / )
( / ) . (3)
And w y y P P
y y
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P P
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H F H F F H
H H F F
H F H F
H H F F
= ◊ ◊ - ◊
◊ - ◊
= = - ◊
-
( ) /
/ ( / ) .
W W
W W
W W
W W
or
1
(4)
Interesting to say, both Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 become one in my model. The relative
price level, p, is defined as PH/PF.
Then, p P
P
H
F
∫ = =1
1
1
 holds, when we add related values of the capital-oriented
goods region/sector to those of the labor-oriented goods region/
sector. Therefore, it is allowed to aggregate two sets of the Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction functions: YTotal = YH + YF or yTotal = yH + yF.
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Appendix B-1 The relationship between the rate of technological progress
under the current and convergence situations (Kamiryo, [3, 4]; Kamiryo and
Fujumoto [2005])
The current/actual rate of technological progress: gA(a) = gY(a) –a  · gK(a) –(1–a)n.
(5)
The rate of technological progress under convergence: gA(t) = iA · k(t)a–d, where
a=d. (6)
The current/actual structural reform parameter: bactual(d>a) = 1–(gA(a) · k(0)d–a)/i.
(7)
The parameter to neutralizing diminishing: d b a= - +LN i g
LN k
a A a( ( )/ )
( ( ))
.( )
1
0
(8)
Or, d
a b
b
= + - ◊ -
-
n i i n
i
( )
( ) ,
*
*1
 which is equal to Eq. 8. (9)
Appendix B-2 For the neutrality of financial assets and the estimation of
capital stock (Kamiryo, [1],[2]):
a = k(0) x0 = W(0) (cCB · rCB), where r(0)=r*= cCB · rCB. (10)
k xe e* */ ,= a  under convergence, where ke
*
* ( ) .= =- -W W
1
1
1
10a a (11)
If k ke( ) / *0  is compared with  x x
k
k
x
x
k
k
x
x
e
e e e
e
0
0
0
0 1 0/ , ( ) ( )*
* * *
*
◊ = =or  holds. (12)
Appendix B-3 For the relationship between depreciation, the depreciation
rate, capital, investment, and the growth rate of capital under convergence
(Kamiryo, [1]):
I set up a new concept for investment: net investment instead of gross invest-
ment. Text-books use gross investment and, accordingly, the growth rate of
gross investment to capital. I raise a question: Capital (stock) is one after de-
ducting depreciation and gross investment is used. How can these two be inte-
grated? The literature uses a basic formula (see D. W. Jorgenson and Z. Griliches
[1967, Eq. 14 on page 277]):
Kt+1 = It + (1 – d) Kt. (13)
This investment is gross and its depreciation begins from the next year. As a
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result, for example, the speed of convergence by Barro and Sala-i-Martin [1995]
is shown as b = (1 – a)(x + n + d). However, in national accounts saving is
used for investment, but depreciation (capital consumption) is included in gross
domestic products while saving and consumption constitute national income or
disposable income. My model uses disposable income/output, where saving
cannot include depreciation: the sum of saving and depreciation corresponds with
gross investment. My new concept, net investment, assumes that depreciation
immediately begins in the same year when investment occurs. Thus, the above
equation is replayed, using the depreciation rate,
dDEP = DEP /(It(gross) + Kt), or depreciation, DEP = dDEP (It(gross) + Kt), (14)
by the following equations: It(net) ∫ It(gross) – DEP and, Kt+1 = It(gross) – DEP + Kt,
(15)
where DEP π dEP ·Kt or all the fixed assets including new investment are
depreciated. This rate is new and consistent with a net concept of investment
which I need. This rate differs, for convenience, from such depreciation rate of
the text-books equation as d = DEP /Kt, where gross investment is not
included. Then I assume that the depreciation rate is equal to the growth rate of
capital under convergence. This implies that the faster the technological
progress the higher the depreciation rate since the growth rate of capital is almost
equal to the growth rate of technological progress under convergence.
In both cases, gross and net investment, depreciation or the depreciation rate
must be given in advance. Thus, a tentatively given depreciation rate is ad-
justed in my model after measuring the growth rate of capital so that both rates
are almost the same. These problems are discussed in a separate paper compar-
ing many countries each other.
Finally, the growth rate of capital is shown as gKt = (Kt+1) – Kt)/Kt, where capi-
tal, both Kt+1 and Kt, are after depreciation even under convergence.
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